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The structure of a plasma-assisted laminar premixed flame is studied numerically. The initial radical
yield generated by a nonequilibrium discharge serves as the boundary condition for a
one-dimensional flame code predicting the formation of a cool flame which pilots the premixed
methane/air combustion. The ignition of the surrounding unactivated methane-air mixture by this
cool flame is modeled as an opposed diffusion flame. Our findings indicate that the nonequilibrium
discharge is an in situ reformer of the fuel for the production of the cool flame, producing primarily
H2 and CO, thus, facilitating the burning of the lean methane-air mixture. © 2008 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2841894�

Plasma-based methods for enhancing premixed flame
stability have emerged over the past two decades.1 One such
method employs a nonequilibrium ultrashort pulsed repeti-
tive discharge �USRD� to greatly extend the flammability
limit and to reduce ignition delay.2–4 Previous studies5,6 sug-
gest that the discharge increases the flame speed, however,
the precise mechanism by which combustion stability is en-
hanced is still not well understood. Measurements of a rela-
tively low translational temperature ��400 K� in the vicinity
of the pulsed nonequilibrium discharge suggests that thermal
heating is not likely to be important in enhancing stability
and others7–10 have attributed the enhancement to the forma-
tion of excited species or radicals such as vibrationally hot
molecular nitrogen �N2�, as well as O, H, and ground-state
and electronically excited OH �for the possible effects of
thermal heating, see Refs. 2 and 10�. The production of
ground-state and electronically excited OH and OH* par-
tially explains the presence of intense OH band emission
near the flame base of a plasma-assisted premixed flame.9–12

However, recent experiments13 in a lifted methane jet in
crossflow air reveals that the discharge is separated from the
flamebase by a distance that is too large for the survival of
such short-lived ��100 �s� radicals. The long discharge-to-
flamebase distances seen in these experiments ��1–10 cm�
indicate that the species produced in the plasma survive for
relatively long periods ��1–10 ms� and that intermediate
stable species are responsible for enhancing combustion.

In this letter, we present a numerical study that supports
the conjecture that the nonequilibrium discharge that we
have used in stabilizing premixed flames11 gives rise to con-
ditions very similar to that of so-called cool flames14—i.e.,
premixed flows of sustained low temperature partial oxida-
tion and reforming reactions, forming species such as H2 and
CO, that enhance combustion. The simulations are facilitated
by initial yield calculations for a pulsed discharge as carried
out by Penetrante et al.,15 coupled to a one-dimensional �1D�
flame calculation, PREMIX,16 to simulate the production and
evolution of discharge initiated radicals within a premixed
stream tube passing through the discharge. In the evolution
of this stream following discharge activation, we confirm
that low temperature ��600 K� partial oxidation reactions
occur to produce H2 and CO. In the flow configuration de-

scribed below, these species diffuse into premixed regions of
the flow that are not activated by the discharge, promoting
flame ignition and stabilization. To simulate this interaction,
we treat this downstream structure as an opposed jet diffu-
sion flame �using the simulation OPPDIF �Ref. 16��, with the
stream flow velocity and mole fractions computed by the 1D
premixed calculation used as a boundary condition. This
later stage of the simulation captures the extension of the
lean flammability limit of the flame,11 which we find to be
dependent strongly on the H2 and CO generated in the
plasma-activated cool flamelike stream.

A photograph of the USRD plasma-enhanced premixed
methane/air flame that motivated this simulation is shown in
Fig. 1. The equivalence ratio ��� of the mixture is 0.53,
which is below the lean flammability limit of methane
��LF=0.55�. The premixed methane/air jet flows through a
hollow quartz cylindrical section and a small portion of it
passes through the pulsed discharge sustained between two
electrodes, as shown. The visible discharge/flame is always
biased to the cathode region due to the force generated by the
ion wind. From the flow trajectory in the figure, we find that
the ion wind dominates flow inertia �with �1 m /s flow
speed� in the vicinity �within �3 mm downstream� of the
discharge and diminishes further downstream. The intense
luminous spot in Fig. 1 is the discharge kernel and just
downstream of this is a region of diffuse, blue-white emis-
sion, which we will refer to here as the cool flame, domi-
nated primarily by the characteristic A2�+→X2� electronic
transition in OH at approximately 309 nm.11 Surrounding
this cool flame is a relatively strong blue emission associated
with the A2�→X2� electronic transition in CH at approxi-

a�Electronic mail: wkkim@stanford.edu.
FIG. 1. �Color online� USRD assisted methane/air premixed flame. The red
dotted lines represent the visible boundary of the cool flame.
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mately 430 nm, indicative of the presence of a high tempera-
ture flame sheet, typical of what is seen in premixed
methane-air combustion. Abel inversion of the OH emission
in this postdischarge region �22 mm downstream of the dis-
charge to avoid the region of departure from an axisymmet-
ric flow� indicates that the cool flame is volume filling, i.e.,
not a flame sheet in the usual sense. At lower equivalence
ratios, the cool flame is present without the ignition of the
surrounding high temperature flame. Under these conditions,
this cool flame region can be probed with a simple thermom-
eter, and its temperature is found to be very low ��500 K�.

A qualitative interpretation of the discharged-enhanced
flame structure is depicted in Fig. 2�a�, and the geometry
considered for the simulation is shown in Fig. 2�b�. As de-
scribed above, the present simulations combine three calcu-
lations: �i� the determination of the initial radical yields �and
hence radical flux� due to the discharge exciting a portion of
the flow; �ii� a 1D reacting flow calculation along the stream-
wise direction �along the red line drawn in Fig. 2�a�� to simu-
late the formation of the cool flame �brown colored region in
Fig. 2�a�� and �iii� a quasi-1D opposed flame simulation to
capture the interaction between this activated stream and the
surrounding nonactivated premix stream transverse to the
streamwise directions. We recognize that this simulation is
not an exact representation of the flow field, but only a first
approximate attempt at understanding the flame structure
prior to carrying out two-dimensional �2D� or three-
dimensional simulations of the complex flow field.

The initial radical yield calculation is determined from a
solution of the Boltzmann equation �using the commercially
available Boltzmann solver, BOLSIG �Ref. 17�� for the dis-
charge electron energy distribution function �EEDF� assum-
ing a reduced electric field �electric field to mixture number
density ratio� of E /n=300 Td estimated from the discharge
peak voltage, pressure, and electrode separation typical of
that used in our experiments �6 kV, 1 atm, and 1 mm, re-
spectively�. Only initial parent species present in the mix-
ture, i.e., nitrogen, oxygen, and methane �N2,O2,CH4�, are
assumed to affect the EEDF, over the time scales of the volt-
age puls �15 ns�. The resulting EEDF is used to determine
the reaction rate constants for the following three electron-
impact dissociation reactions considered, CH4+e→CH3
+H+e, N2+e→2N+e and O2+e→2O+e. Following Pen-
etrante et al.,15 initial radical yields are computed using the
average discharge power �10 W at 15 kHz pulse repetition
rate�. The initial concentration of these radicals and their
parent species �CH4 and air� are determined from the known
equivalence ratios �0.53 and 0.49 for the cases studied here�,
pressure �1 atm�, flow temperature �400 K, as measured in

the discharge kernel in Ref. 18�, flow velocity �1 m /s, Red
= �1700�, and effective plasma area �1 mm2�. The two spe-
cific equivalence ratios were selected because they straddle
the lean flammability limit of the discharge-sustained flame,
i.e., it is found that with the plasma activation, the main
flame will extinguish at an equivalence value between these
two cases.11 The resulting concentrations and temperature
from this calculation are used as initial conditions to the 1D
PREMIX simulation.

The PREMIX simulation, using the GRI MECH 3.0
chemical kinetics mechanism,19 serves to determine the
structure of the cool flame as it evolves along the direction
�labeled as stream A� shown in Fig. 2�b�. The products of
this activated stream mix with the unactivated stream �stream
B in Fig. 2�b�� serve to promote ignition of the ultralean
mixture. Conditions for the activated stream of the OPPDIF

simulation are determined by the computed PREMIX products
of the activated stream at a location 1 mm above the dis-
charge. The 1 mm height is a representative location of the
cool flame far field ��0.1 mm�, where a quasisteady state
has been achieved �see Fig. 3�. The nonactivated stream of
the OPPDIF simulation is taken as the properties of the
methane/air mixture that bypasses the discharge �1 atm,
300 K temperature�. The separation between the two streams
is chosen to be 1 cm in accordance with the transverse flame
length scale of the experiments and the initial speed of both
streams are taken to be 1.5 m /s to achieve a local 2D prin-
cipal strain rate �maximum eigenvalue of the 2D strain rate
tensor� of 485 s−1 in the high temperature flame zone, close
to that expected for a typical premixed flame ��500s−1�.20

As expected, the simulated flame extinction limit is found to
be somewhat sensitive to this strain rate.

The calculated evolution in temperature and mole frac-
tion of representative species along the discharge-activated
stream for an equivalence ratio of �=0.53 are shown in Fig.
3. We see that the rapid recombination �within 0.1 mm� of
radicals initially formed in the discharge �H, CH3, N, and O�,
result in a mild temperature increase ��200 K�, and the for-
mation of more stable intermediate species such as H2, CO,
and C2H6. These stable species seem to persist for the dura-
tion of the PREMIX simulation �2 cm, or approximately 20 ms
in time�, suggesting that the cool flame contains partially
oxidized and reformed fuel produced from the initial radicals
formed in the discharge.

The computed temperature and CH mole fraction, the
latter of which is an indicator of the flame reaction zone,

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� A schematic interpretation of the flame structure
and �b� corresponding geometry considered for the numerical simulation.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Temperature and representative species concentration
profiles along the cool flame. Equivalence ratio is 0.53.
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along the transverse direction from the opposed jet diffusion
flame simulations for both the �=0.53 and �=0.49 cases are
shown in Fig. 4. We see that for �=0.53, there is a signifi-
cant temperature increase ��1600 K� concomitant with
combustion. We also see that with �=0.49, there is no flame,
consistent with the flammability limit obtained in our previ-
ous experiments.11 It is also noteworthy that when ignited,
the simulation predicts a dual-flame structure, where the
combustion of the outer unactivated stream is stabilized by
the combustion products of the inner discharge-stabilized
stream.

A pseudosensitivity analysis was carried out to better
understand the role played by individual species generated in
the cool flame, on the ignition and stabilization of the pre-
mixed flame. Species formed in the PREMIX simulation phase
were individually removed from the activated stream �and
mole fractions renormalized� that is introduced into the
OPPDIF simulation phase, and the stream initial temperature
was adjusted to identify the minimum temperature needed
for flame ignition. The results of this analysis indicate that
both H2 and CO have the greatest propensity for maintaining
ignition, and the removal of either one of these species from
the cool flame products results in flame extinction at approxi-
mately 600 K. In contrast, the removal of any other species
�but keeping both H2 and CO in the cool flame� results in
extinction at much lower temperatures ��550 K�.

It is noteworthy that H2 and CO are the major products
of conventional fuel reforming processes.21 The findings
from our simulation, and the above sensitivity analysis indi-
cates that our nonequilibrium discharge seems to serve as the
initial radical source for an in situ reformer of the fuel, and
not a direct radical source for combustion enhancement,
which is contrary to the conventional wisdom shared in the
plasma-assisted combustion literature.7–11 The cool flame, in
which the fuel reforming takes place, pilots the combustion

of the surrounding lean fuel-air mixture, greatly extending
the lean flammability limit. Future studies will focus on the
detection of H2 and CO in this postdischarge region, and in
confirming the presence of this dual flame structure shown in
Fig. 4.
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